ROOMMATE AGREEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

General information
Date of agreement
Residence Hall

Student information
(all students involved in #XXXXXX Roommate Agreement)

Guests
Guest Policy: Guests must be escorted by residents at all times and should not be left unattended in the room, hallways, etc. Guests must follow all residence hall policies. The student hosting the guest is responsible for their guest’s behavior.

- Do you understand this policy?
- Are we comfortable having guests (other people) in the room?
- Are there times in the semester that we want to change when guests can be there?
- When are guests allowed in the room?
- Will overnight guests be allowed?
- How will roommates communicate if they wish to have a romantic partner over?
- Are roommates comfortable with having intimate relations in the room?
- Where can guests sleep in the room?
- What property can be used by guests?
- Can guests of other genders stay the night?
- If guests are being too loud in the other room, how will we approach it?
- Are guests allowed while a roommate is sleeping?

Sleeping
- What are sleeping hours on weeknights (Sunday – Thursday)?
- What are sleeping hours on weekends (Friday, Saturday)?
- Are the following items ok to be in use when one of us is trying to sleep?
  - (e.g. microwave, vacuum, Zoom)
University Housing and Dining

Studying

- What are studying hours on weeknights (Sunday – Thursday)?
- What are studying hours on weekends (Friday, Saturday)?
- Are the following items ok to be in use when one of us is trying to study?
  - (e.g. speakers, TV, dehumidifier)
- Will the set study hours change throughout the semester (Ex: Midterms and Finals)?

Virtual meetings

- What are the mutual expectations around attending online classes, appointments, and meetings?
- How much notice will we require from each other for virtual meetings/appointments/classes that we need privacy in the room for?

Cleaning

- Who is responsible for each cleaning task?
- Do we want to create a cleaning chart?
- Who is responsible for cleaning the shared spaces? (e.g. bathroom, or kitchenette in applicable halls):
- Do we want to create a cleaning chart for the shared spaces?
- Who is responsible for purchasing cleaning supplies when we run out?

Other considerations

- Is food in the room communal?
  - What food is communal?
- Are there any allergies?
  - What are the allergies?
- Are there any spiritual/religious considerations for us to be aware of?
  - If yes, please describe:
- What is a comfortable temperature to keep the room at during the day? *(numbers only)*:
- What is a comfortable temperature to keep the room at when we are sleeping? *(numbers only)*:
- What activities will not be accepted in the room?
- How do we best confront each other when issues arise?
- What is your preferred form of communication overall?
- Will we be composting in our room?
  - If yes, please complete the required steps found at: [https://sustainability.uiowa.edu/initiatives/recycling/composting/how-to-compost/compost-in-residence-halls/](https://sustainability.uiowa.edu/initiatives/recycling/composting/how-to-compost/compost-in-residence-halls/)
- Additional Notes (Was there something not addressed that you want to clarify in the space below?):